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God is Always Present 
Pent. 1; Trinity Sunday; John 16:12-15; Proverbs 8:1-4, 22-31; 5/22/16 

Robert Woody 
 

Sermon-in-a-Sentence: The Mystery of God is always present, and we experience God in multiple, 

diverse ways, as illustrated by the diverse persons of the Trinity. 
 

Children’s Sermon: 

Have you ever been completely alone?  No one nearby.  Nobody close.  How did that feel?  The 

closest I’ve ever been to being completely alone, I think, was a solo backpacking trip I took 7 years ago 

at the beginning of my 1st sabbatical in the Pecos Mountain wilderness in New Mexico.  I was all by 

myself up in the mountains.  There were a few anxious moments, when I felt very alone.  But most of 

the time, being up in the mountains, seeing all the wildlife and wild flowers and beauty, I didn’t feel 

alone.  I actually felt closer to God, and closer to creation.  And when I felt God’s presence, I wasn’t 

afraid.  I didn’t feel alone.   

But what if I’m sitting alone in my office or at home, and I can’t see any mountains or birds or 

wildflowers or beautiful skies?  Am I alone?  How does God come to me when I’m by myself inside a 

room?  Sometimes, that’s when I read stories about Jesus in the Bible, and that helps me feel God’s 

presence.  Sometimes that’s when I read and say some prayers.  Sometimes that’s when I meditate in 

silence.  All of those help me feel God’s presence, and I know I’m not alone. 

Sometimes, even when we are in a room full of people, we may feel alone, isolated.  But if a good 

friend walks over and greets us.  Or even a stranger comes over and welcomes us, we begin to feel 

better.  We begin to feel some love, which is one of the ways God is present to us.   

God is always with us, but often we just don’t realize it.  But there are always different ways to 

“tune in” to God’s presence.  We all have moments when we feel very lonely, when we don’t feel 

God’s presence.  We may even wonder if God is even real.  But there are ways to bring God’s presence 

to the surface, to make God present to us.   

 

Today is Trinity Sunday.  Today we celebrate the truth, the reality that God comes to us, and is 

present to us in many different ways.  Sometimes we experience God as our Creator, our Mother, the 

one who birthed the world and each of us.  Like when I was backpacking up in the mountains.  

Sometimes we experience God as Jesus, the one who was sent to show us the Way, how to live a good 

Life, who sacrificed everything, even his life because he loved us, who teaches us and speaks to us 

through Scripture and Prayer. Sometimes we experience God as the Spirit, like a mysterious wind that 

blows through our lives and connects us with one another, makes us feel God’s love.   

God is always present.  God can come to us in many different ways, if we can stop, listen, open our 

hearts and minds.  It’s not always easy.  We may be very distracted by sadness or anger or big life 

problems.  But if we seek, truly and seriously reach out for God, God will always show up in some way.  

God will never abandon us. 
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Adult Sermon: 

On this Sunday, the first Sunday after we celebrate the birth of the Church on 

Pentecost, we celebrate the Doctrine of the Trinity, the Church doctrine that reminds us 

that God is always bigger than we imagined and is always present with us, no matter 

what difficulty or challenge we face.   

The doctrine of the Trinity was not officially articulated and adopted by the Church 

until the 4th century, after the Church had had about a hundred years to gather up all 

the stories about Jesus and about the birthing of the Church, and then had another 

couple of hundred years to reflect on them.  Accepting the Doctrine of the Trinity was 

when we as the Church, officially agreed that the same God can be present to us in 

multiple ways.   

For the first 600 years or so in Biblical history, we experienced and understood God 

as mostly the Creator, the One up there in the skies.  Sometimes, like in our reading 

from Proverbs, we experienced a Divine Wisdom, that seemed to have been present 

since the beginning.  But, although we connected that Divine feminine wisdom with the 

Creator, we did not yet see them as two ways of seeing the same God.   

And then the experience of Jesus blew our minds.  We knew Jesus had to be deeply 

connected with God.  He had to be the Messiah, promised to our Jewish ancestors, the 

new leader sent from God.  There were things in the stories about Jesus that made us 

see that Jesus was very deeply connected with God, especially the Gospel of John, 

written after at least 60 or 70 years of reflection on the life and death of Jesus.   

The earlier Gospels, Matthew, Mark and Luke also spoke of the Holy Spirit, the third 

member of the Trinity, who Jesus promised would come to them, and comfort them.  

But it was the later Gospel of John, again after 60 or 70 years of reflection, that elevated 

the Spirit to much higher level.   

And it wasn’t until the 4th Century, at least 300 years after Jesus’ life and death and 

resurrection, and 300 years after the experience of Pentecost, that the Church finally 

agreed and officially declared the doctrine of the Trinity – One God expressed in three 

Persons.  All in One, and One in all.  Through the Doctrine of the Trinity, the experiences 

of God through Jesus and the Holy Spirit were elevated to the same level as 

experiencing God the Creator, the Mother and Father of us all.  Thus giving us a much 

wider lens for seeing and experiencing God. 

 

Eventually parts of the Church began to believe that the Doctrine of the Trinity was 

the only lens for seeing God.  You had to believe in the Father, the Son & the Holy Spirit.  

Any other interpretation or variations of God, using other lenses were not the same 
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God.  Ironically, that was a narrowing of the lens.  God became smaller.  God was limited 

to our Christian perception and experience, or what we could imagine or understand, 

based on our Scripture and our traditions.  Whatever the Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists or 

Native Americans were worshiping was not the real God.   

Thankfully, what Marcus Borg calls the “Emerging Paradigm of Christianity,” in the 

book study we just completed, has moved us beyond this narrow view of God.  The 

“emerging” view sees the concept of the Trinity as more “metaphorical”.  The Doctrine 

of the Trinity does represent three real and important ways God has been, and 

continues to be experienced and understood in the Christian tradition.  And the Trinity 

represents the reality that God can be experienced in many diverse ways.  God is bigger 

than one dimension or two dimensions.  God is multi-dimensional.   

As Christians, seeing the world and God through our Christian lens, whenever we 

experience God, we will probably label that experience with one of the three “Persons” 

of the Trinity – God, our Creator, our Father, our Mother; God, through Jesus the Christ; 

God, through the Holy Spirit.  And our Muslim or Hindu or Buddhist or Native American 

brother or sister, may have a very similar experience of God, but they will describe it 

through the lens of their religious tradition.   

 

The “Emerging Paradigm of Christianity” has also moved us beyond the “three 

dimensional” understanding of reality.  There was a time when all Christians believed 

that Hell was a literally, tangible place below us, and Heaven was a literally, tangible 

place above us, somewhere.  Now many Christians believe that “Heaven” or the 

“afterlife” is a real, but it is something beyond this existence.  It is a “4th dimension”.  It 

is a reality beyond what we can literally see and experience in this life, although 

sometimes we may get hints of it. 

 

It is not easy to accept that God and reality and the “afterlife” are a mysteries, 

beyond our comprehension.  It’s a lot easier to say “bingo.”  “That’s it.  We’ve nailed it 

down.  We can believe this perspective literally and everything else is baloney.”  But 

when we do that, we put the mystery of God into a very small three dimensional box 

and try to keep “him” in our pocket.   

The alternative is that we can accept the mystery of God as something bigger than 

anything  we can every fully comprehend or understand.  And we can “believe in” things 

like Holy Scripture and the Doctrine of the Trinity and Holy Eucharist and other 

sacraments as metaphors or lenses, given to us by God, to point us toward the Greater 
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Mystery, [or as our Prayer Book says, “outward and visible signs of inward and spiritual 

grace.”] 

These metaphors and lenses and sacraments help us find the Pathway, and 

experience the Abundant Life that God wants for each and every one of us, and they 

remind us that God is always present, always with us, even when we feel alone. 

 

In the name of God, Our Creator, Earth-maker; in the name of Jesus, Our Redeemer, 

Pain-bearer; in the name of the Holy Spirit, Our Sustainer, Life-giver.  Amen. 


